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ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT PROPOSES TO REASSESS ANNUAL INTERCOLLEGIATE TRACK AND FIELD MEET

No elimination contests

Southern Schools Will Receive the Baton for Expense of the Meet

The annual Intercollegiate Track and Field Meet will be a one-day affair this spring, it is expected that the hopes of one year. May 2nd and 3rd have been ruled out because of the high school class times of the season, and preparations are already under way to make this year's meet the best ever. The organization of the Intercollegiate has been one of the best to have taken part in the opening ceremony, and with the outlook and with the expected results of the Halls and Idaho it is expected that there may be no more elimination contests.

Over night Stan will make sugar looks at his home black while Ralph's old home is turning at his home near Palos.

Two plays will be received

Large audiences enjoy "Maker of Dreams" and "Jones Owners in Space"

The actinoing of the two well-known plays in the university auditorium last night was absolutely wonderful. A strong force in combining an entirely new entertainment was all the more gratifying to both actors and audience. The two were in many dollars the most wonderful production of the school year. The comedy by Alice Brown was the second play. The comedy of two little old women. The comedy that the school is the only one to make productions with regard to the meet. The student body does not know it as they are off today. The results of the school's participation in the meet will be announced on or about the 15th of this month.

University News

The second volume is a testimonial copy of the Schermerhorn and Company's "The Musician's Bible," a slender volume of about 38,000 words. This book is the greatest and most...
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[Text not legible or coherent, possibly due to formatting issues.

The next page contains text about Fifth Avenue in Moscow, Betty Wales Dresses, and related advertisements.]

Banking....

In our business. No matter what your business is, we want your banking business. Come in and avail yourself of the unsual services of a safe and accommodating bank.

Resources One Million Dollars

First Trust & Savings Bank

Resources One Million Dollars

Fifth Avenue Has Come to Moscow

Betty Wales Dresses Are Now For Sale Here

T HE popular Betty Wales Dresses have all the sparkle of youth—all the chic of Fifth Avenue—plus all the quality that The Fashion Shop stands for! The Spring styles have come; their smart lines, their new materials and their real economies are now within the reach of every girl and woman in Moscow.

Nowhere else in the city can you find anything as attractive. For nowhere else can you secure the genuine Betty Wales Dresses, dresses with the Betty Wales label showing the Betty Wales Good Luck Pokshin.

The Fashion Shop

"Where Price and Quality Meet"

Betty Wales Dresses Are the first choice of the discriminating. Their simplicity makes them a delight to both girls and older women, yet they have a knowing appeal to the young. The Spring styles have come; their smart lines, their new materials and their real economies are now within the reach of every girl and woman in Moscow.

Nowhere else in the city can you find anything as attractive. For nowhere else can you secure the genuine Betty Wales Dresses, dresses with the Betty Wales label showing the Betty Wales Good Luck Pokshin.
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The Kenworthy
Formerly Strand

Wednesday
Louise Glauin

Thursday
World Feature
Robert Warwick

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY-
Vega-Frigate Feature-
Cavanaugh & The Forest Rangers
Orchestra Music

Pre-Meds Revel at Big Brolic

Celebrate With Dinner at Williamsburg and Dance at H. C. Hall's "Manly" Reunion Banquet.

All pyrotechnics containing the word "manly" shall be featured, the effect being to give the party the sensation of being "manly" afforded adult affairs. The "big" tone shall be emphasized in the music, and the ladies shall be seen from "revolving tilt rides."

The performances begin at William-

burg's eat at Effingham, with a dance-through luncheon.

The tickets to the dinner were the place of the week among the few Amherst students, and were sold out two days ago.

The dinner and dance are both advertised as "manly." A white suit shall be worn and shall also be advertised as "manly." The tables were decorated with white and flowers.

At the close of the dinner President Brewer shall address the matricu-

lating the medical profession of the present generation. He shall describe the great development and improvement of this profession, the lightful outlook for the present and coming need of doctors, and the physical and mental strain at the present time.

Bryan's theater, the Depot, and the other part of the city will be decorated in the color white for the occasion, and then the fun begins. The orches-

tra consisting of Weiser, Ross, and Hinkler will never see a better crowd. As they were "exiting" their way out, a large number of "young men" will be "playing" their way in.

"War Horse Willie" was also much in evidence, and they will be "running" around the campus, "flying" around the corner at break-

fast time.

During the interruptions between the performances, the orchestra will "solo" and "flying" around the corner at breakfast-
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D A V I D S’  
Is the “Student’s Store”  
Their to Reason Why:  
Just A Reminder  

I. We are now and will be leaders in choice, osapay, High Grade Merchandise. It always has been and always will be strictly at home. Here if there were better lines produced we would have them. 
II. Large Stocks — varied assortments — giving you a wider range to choose from. 
III. Unconditional guarantees with every purchase. Satisfaction is bound to be sent every transaction. 
IV. A familiarity with the Student’s needs gained from 25 years experience—that’s a lot. 
V. Unusual service and co-operation too well known to receive comment from us. 
VI. A substantial, sustained and genuine interest in the University. 

College men and women appreciate these things—and we in turn appreciate—and are proud to merit their business. 

Our aim and endeavor is to meet their entire requirements. 

Complete Spring Lines now on Display

DAVIDS’  
“Style Headquarters for Men”

A Health Habit

The drinking of milk is a healthful habit as we’re afraid to drink all you want of it.

The wholesome foods and beverages served at our cafeteria give the body the necessary supplies that as a result it is healthful.

We are now serving both HOT AND COLD DRINKS.

THE CHILDREN COME TO OUR STORE FOR WHOLESALE ICE CREAM.

ECONOMICAL PHARMACY
Where Quality Counts.
BOLLES & LINDQUIST, Proprietors.

Keep Your Money at Home

BUY YOUR 
Lard, Hams and Bacon 
and all kinds of 
Fresh Meats and Sausages
POTLUCK and FISH

AT

HAGAN & CUSHING CO., Inc.
Photo 7
200 Main St.
Their Bondsman, United States Insured Establishment 811

Our Specialties are the best Confectionery and Fountain Goods in town.

CHILDER’S

WITTER FISHER
PLUMBING, HEATING AND 
SHEET IRON WORK
PHONE MAIN 229
REPAIRING

MRS. COWELL PLEASURES 
in "LIN AND THE MOUSE"
Selected Reading From Well Resolved  
Play to be Successfully Program 

The reading from Charles Ebb's "The Lin and the Mouse" by Mrs. H. T. Cowell, presented by Mamie Cowell at assembly on the morning of the program. Mrs. Cowell selected two selections from the representation of the original text. The Association pays for the program. Both selected, despite the coming together of the business and the reading, held the attention of the audiences until the reading was completed. Miss Halley was very appropriately concluded. 

People may read a few words to mark the novels of a play as a great variety of whores from alienation during the period of the war.” At such a time as this,” said the president, “we have forms of entertainment,” he also states, “that take over the same way for the time being from the arms of war and the themes that are connected with it.” In conclusion he said, “Dancing has its place and plays a great part in reliving this great stress, but it can not yet. Dramatics and musical entertainments have their part to carry as well as athletics and dancing.” 

HE’C’ PUTS TRACK MEN on STRINGENT DIET

White Broad Shufflers With Candy and Pastry in Trays Published by Track Coach 

Detailed instructions with regard to training rules have been issued by the University, and are contained in a “He’e” Edmonds, track coach. The following regulations have been posted:

Things to Eat 
Lacteans
1. Water, white milk, or greenish bread. 
2. Fresh fruit. 
3. Dried figs. 
4. Dried apricots, peaches or prunes. 
5. White flour.
6. Onions.
7. Tomatoes. 
8. Tomatoes raw, not cooked, not often.
11. Corn. 
15. Beets. 
17. Green peas. 
18. Peas.
19. Treating Chocolates
20. Poultry. 
22. Eggs.
23. Potatoes. 
24. Carrots. 
25. Cabbage. 
26. White bread. 
27. Meat, if not eaten. 
29. Mince. 
30. Crackers.
32. Cakes.
33. Waffles.
34. Pies. 
35. Marmalade. 
36. Ice cream.
37. Jellies. 
38. Pickled fish. 
39. Pickled food. 
40. Enabling. 
41. Meat, if not eaten.
42. Peaches. 
43. Sweet potatoes.
44. Nuts, except nuts between meals. Come out as early as you can each day. .
They are necessary of what you take. 

You get more out of this work if you eat. It is worth than in the end of the day the money that is given has a real meaning. It means fight and a great fight that he eats in 

Confidence
The foundation of all highness structures. I want your confidence and in return I will give you the benefit of my conversation.

Wm. E. WALLACE 
Feather and Optician

CONKLIN SELF FILLING 
FOUNTAIN PENS
FULLY EQUIPPED OPTICAL 
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING 
ENGRAVING

O R P H E U M 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
You’re Looking for the Best Your Money Can Bring You—

And here you can find the “best” with ease.

Our Spring Stock contains the best g of everything chosen with an eye to establish preference of our trade.

Drop in during our Spring Opening and slip on models built by makers of national importance prominently.

Hart Schaffner & Marx, Society Brand and Style Plus.
Suit after suit follows the latest design. Boos fitting English Models. Plan colors, sizes, etc.

Wearing your clothes with easy grace is possible only when they are cut on good lines.

An Exclusive Shop

The Togs Clothes Shop

Moscow
New Things First
Lewiston

with bedazzled brooches. 
Capt. Thompson threw his arms into a streamlined line and by armed rocks they are in the very good feet of the hill. 
The scene on the battle line was "terrible," and to help the fighting advance party, A. C. and C. concentrated around the line of fire on the hundred safe. 
They arrested the action of the line of fire, but海军s, and continued them in a cased shell, put glass around the machine guns. 
Of the machine guns were in the stream of distilled water, and one of the lines was unable to appear in uniform this week.

DESTRUCTIVE LOSS AT MOSQUILA

(Continued from page one)

WILLIAM S HART AND VOLDRED HARRIS IN THE COLD HORN

You’re Looking for the Best

Your Money Can Bring You—

And here you can find the “best” with ease.

Our Spring Stock contains the best g of everything chosen with an eye to establish preference of our trade.

Drop in during our Spring Opening and slip on models built by makers of national importance prominently.

Hart Schaffner & Marx, Society Brand and Style Plus.
Suit after suit follows the latest design. Boos fitting English Models. Plan colors, sizes, etc.

Wearing your clothes with easy grace is possible only when they are cut on good lines.

An Exclusive Shop

The Togs Clothes Shop

Moscow
New Things First
Lewiston

with bedazzled brooches. Capt. Thompson threw his arms into a streamlined line and by armed rocks they are in the very good feet of the hill. The scene on the battle line was "terrible," and to help the fighting advance party, A. C. and C. concentrated around the line of fire on the hundred safe. They arrested the action of the line of fire, but Navy's, and continued them in a cased shell, put glass around the machine guns. Of the machine guns were in the stream of distilled water, and one of the lines was unable to appear in uniform this week.

DESTRUCTIVE LOSS AT MOSQUILA

Wm. E. WALLACE
Feather and Optician
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